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1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

Window Work
Extra board Mark-up
Timekeeping
Bus Blocking
Miscellaneous

Division dispatchers, under the direct supervision of the
Assi~t~nt ~'~~.nsportation Manager, perform all daily
responsibilities of assigning and dispatching operators to
runs, assigning buses and calculating operator pay time.
In addition, dispatchers handle much of the miscellaneous
office work of researching division records for locating
operators with regards to supervisor and service inspector
write-i~~s, ~ustos-ne~ complaints, and ot~s~r ~uc:~ :temp.
They are also responsible for such tasks as selling passes,
assigning CEA units, stocking timetables,processing Division
mail, and bundling transfers for operators.
In the current fiscal year, 197?-?8, 82 regular dispatcher
positions are budgeted and are a~~igned to the eleven divisions
by the Transportation Department in Headquarters. Currently,
78 of the budgeted positions are filled. In addition to regular
dispatchers, there are 36 extra dispatcher - operators who
are fully trained to perform all dispatcher functions and are
authorized for the purpose of filling in vacant shifts as a
result of vacations, sick leave, and other time off by regular
dispatchers. They are also currently being used to fill the
vacant regular dispatcher positions. This classification permits
employees to be returned to operator status when they are not
needed to cover vacant shifts.
The dispatcher and extra dispatcher ranks have grown over the
(See page 3)
past six years as demonstrated in Table I.
Transportation division offices are staffed on a 24-hour basis.
_,_
_r_
.,~ .7.
ai,e
i~ivision paperwork ana `L17neKeepin~ aiC ~7CS-1VriI1CU uuFiii~ ~~+c
hours of approximately 9 p. m. to 2 a. m. v✓hen other duties,
such as window work and bus blocking, require little attention.
Most divisions were staffed with seven dispatcher weekday shins
during the course of this study.
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83

Source• Authorized
Filled

3 -

87

17

?0

Tilled

- Personnel Department
y, Mid -Fiscal Year
- FEO Report of Tanuar

66

Total

78

118

__

61

15

21

21

Extra Dispatchers

33

16

62

57

51

Auth.
85

Auth.

Filled

74-?5

45

Filled

Division Dispatchers

Auth.

72-73

73-74

124

37

87

Auth.

q3

?..3

70

Filled

75 - 76

D EXTRA DISPATCHERS
DIVISION DISPATCHERS AN
1972 TO ;~78

TABLE 1

~ X24

W.i

37

$7

Auth.

97

19

78

Filled

76-77

134

4?

87

115

36

7$

Auth. Filled

77-78

On March 5, 1978, division dispatcher weekday shifts were
reduced to aix at most divisions.
Until 1976, Division Dispatcher was classified as a Grade 9.
However, a classification study was performed by the Personnel
~egartment in early 1976 which recommended an increase to
Grade 10. This increase was justified, according to the study,
on the basis that dispatchers "will be responsible for board
an~rk-up, processing division payroll and assigning equipment,"
work which, according to the study, represented an increase
in "responsibility for independent action and responsibility for
relationships with others." This increase was authorized by
the Board of Directors on April 21, 1476, and was implemented
immediately.

~!

DISCUSSION
ry responsibilities
Window Procedure - The window dispatcher's prima
e changes such as
-notic
are to dispatch buses on time and respond to short
Aa operators call
one day sicks and miss-outs, which affect manpower.
badge numbers in the
for their runs, the window dispatcher records their
on on the operator's
pull out sheets and writes the assigned bus and locati
runs on
farebox card. He also insures that operators call for their
time and that missed runs are filled.
t Sheet (32-77),
The dispatcher uses three basic forms: The Daily Repor
Event (32-35).
the Operator Assignment Changes (22-113) and the Daily
sheets are
these
se
Accuracy in recording transactions is vital becau
tor's 3IR
used as a basis for recording absences from duty in the opera
as well as for paying time.
and p. m.
Window workload is subject to great fluctuation related to a. m.
one or
of
rate
pullouts. In many divisions, pull-outs are scheduled at a
rvindov~~
more per minute for prolonged periods. During these peak
7:00 p, m.,
3:30
to
and
periods, which run from about 4 30 to ?•00 a. m,
ly and
the window dispatcher is severly taxed in maintaining an order
n of
ibutio
"Distr
A
punctual distribution of runs. (See Appendix
Pull-Outs, by Division")
ions. The noise
Assignments are made under generally disruptive eondit
from ringing phones
level is usually great and there are many distractions
tcher must be
and operators asking for information. The window dispa
acy of windov~•
alert to late sign-ens and miss-outs while insuring the accur
entries.
uled during peak
At all divisions, except Division 6,back-ups are sched
w dispatcher.
windo
window periods to provide adequate back-up to the
ous non-window
Typically, this "back -up" dispatcher handles the miscellane
tcher.
w
duties in order to minimize interruptions to the windo dispa
g the major tasks
In off-peak periods, window work is very diverse. Amon
Summary,
are review of Accident Reports and logging into the Accident
ll errors, and
handling company equipment pull-outs, researching payro
handling reliefs.
with
The window dispatcher maintains a closer working relationship
t that
contac
the only
operators than do other dispatchers. They are often
se of this, it
operators have with office personnel on a daily basis. Becau
n from operators.
is imperative that dispatchers elicit a spirit of cooperatio
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Aside from creating a better working environment, dispatchers will
have a better chance of getting operators to work extra assignments when
there are shortages, if they have cultivated good working relationships.
Extra Board Mark-up - The Extra Board is marked daily for the following
day. The process consists of two distinct sets of tasks. The first set
consists of the preparatory steps to board mark-up which includes posting
changes which affect extra board manpower availability and changes which
will affect the work to be filled by the extra board.
The tasks in this series require:
1)

Identification of changes which impact manpower requirements:
Several factors can influence this. Schedule changes which
are reported on pink sheets constantly change the number of
runs to be filled. In addition to this, available manpower
c~ng~s daily ire t ae di~ri~ioazs due ~o ~xati~bp~~ed a~~~aases from
duty, such as vacations, requests off, suspensions, and
long-term illness. The mark-up dispatcher is concerned with
responding to these anticipated changes. The window dispatcher
is concerned with the unanticipated changes such as miss-outs
and one-day sicks.

2)

Tabulation of changes: The mark-up dispatcher must develop
a systematic approach to recording changes which affect the
nuxnbe r of tuns to be filled by tkie extra board. The Daily
Classified Sheet provides a listing of non-biddable trippers to be
filled with extra~oard operators. On this list, changes
affecting trippers are noted. In addition,to this, open runs
due to vacations, illness, etc., which will have to be filled
by the extra board are entered in time sequence order.
raiiure Lo mark-up a run wiiicn snouid 'nave gvn~ iv iiic c5i~i8board can result in a runaround. Runarounds are costly in
that a penalty of four hours of extra pay for the operator
who should have been marked up to that run is assessed
against the District.

3)

Dispatchers use many sources
Knowledge of information sourcea~
lable manpower. Among them
for identifying open runs and avai
are
The weekly sick list
The Daily Event Sheet
Calender book for requests off
Vacation list
er sources, the mark-up
Through a compilation of these and oth
runs which need to be filled
dispatcher is able to identify those
from the extra board.

uation
e complex in that they require eval
mor
are
ks
tas
of
ies
ser
ond
sec
The
rough
ives. This process requires a tho
of assignment and pay hour alternat
follows:
knowledge of the labor contract as
1)

2)

ensure that operator
Calculating and posting rest time to
rd is marked. This
rest time is not violated whey the boa
ions in the contract.
entails knowledge of rest time provis
k; Thy Tna.rk-up dispatcher
Economically combining pieces of wor
division in several ways.
impacts manpower utilization at the
sing control over tripper
The most significant one is in exerci
ed on the Daily Classified.
combinations. Trippers are combin
combinations can be
However, as open runs are added, the
rtime as well as
manipulated to insure a minimum of ove
rators. Some economies
coverage of all runs with available ope
are achieved if
a)

b)

runs
Trippers can be combined with short
within an ll hour spread.
and runs
Care is exercised in tying trippers
the operator
to ensure,' as a general rule, that
the earliest.
that signs on the earliest signs off
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v

Beyond the application of general principles of extra board mark-up,
the mark-up dispatcher can significantly affect the cost effective usage
of division manpower through his or her experience with subtleties of
the division's operators and lines. For example, from his knowledge
of lines which may frequently run late, he can avoid the payment of
overtime by allowing an additional delay factor to be scheduled sign off
time. Yet, the scheduling of such a piece of vw rk may not necessa rily
appear to the objective eye as the most economical assignment.
In addition to the actual mark-up tasks, a closely related one is the
preparation of the weekly manpower survey. This report is prepared
at the divisions and serves as a projection of manpower needs for
the ensuing week. This process is often the basis for assessing
the weed t:, conduces ~n extra b~arci ~hakeeapo
Timekeeping - The timekeeping function is currently performed by
the dispatcher, usually on the 8:00 p. m. to 4:00 a.m. shift, seven days
a week. Thus eleven Peg~a3a r and €our relief dispatcher man~yeaz~ are
required to provide this coverage.
Timekeeping involves primarily the recording onto the daily sheets
sheets of work assignment changes for that day and calculating the
time accrued by various time categories for these changes. Included
in work assignment changes would be extra-board and unscheduled
overtime assignments. The timekeeper must also calculate the
payment of qualification time, vacation time, sick time, birthday,
and holiday time, as well as pay rate differentials for instruction,
accidents reports and special assignments.
The workload of the timekeeper is dependent upon a number of factors.
Because the pay time of a large percentage of a division's daily work
runs is pre -calculated, the timekeeper's workload is largely generated
by the unassigned work, thus the size of the extra board, the num~er
of midday trippers and the number of special events directly impact
upon the volume of calculations the timekeeper must make. In a small
„~l, ac nivisio~ 6; the timekee per
-~~ r...., •aa -,., ~~`TTOTC
~~-= ~
a1V1b 1V i1 N%11.11 icw iiiiu.aay
YY`"'~ ~
hours.
is able to eomplete preparation and calculatians within four
full
In large divisions, the timekeeping effort may require the
eight hour shift.

~~

The task of timekeeping requires transferring of work runs, operator
badge numbers, and time from the window work sheets to the
Transportation Time Sheets and calculating pay time. In addition the
timekeeper must keep track of changes in operator assignment with
regard to weekly bumps and bids and make the necessary cozrections
on the pre-calculated time sheets. The timekeeper also is responsible
for checking the daily payroll journals and other payroll materials sent
rs
to the division from Control Accounting. Although the division manage
are responsible for verifying payroll, most division managers do little
timekeeper documents.
more than a cursory review of the division
Because of the timekeeper's hours, the dispatcher also helps with
closing out the division at the end of the day's business. This includes
collecting various working papers from division operations for that
day, completing various records and reports including daily timesheets
and distributing copies to the required locations.
Also because the timekeeper is occasionally the only dispatcher on duty during
parts of his shift, he is responsible during those periods for all division
hing
activities including road calls, phone calls from operators, and dispatc
any runs u-hich may pull out before another dispatcher signs on.
To perform the timekeeping function, a thorough understanding of the
ct
UTU contract is required, in addition to the ability to add and substra
is
n
hours and minutes and basic handwriting skills. While this functio
performed by former operators, driving experience does not provide
comprehensive
any skills or understanding that could not be acquired thm ugh a
es a
training program and close supervision. Calculating pay time requir
of
since
man}'
lly
especia
,
minimal amount of independent decision making
Pay
tor
the difficult calculations are addressed in the department's "Opera
Time Procedures."
This
Bus Blocking - Bus blocking is the assignment of buses to runs.
their
of
portion
as
a
function is usually performed by two dispatchers
proficiency
shifts, although the amount of time spent on it varies with the
the hours
of the dispatcher. Bus blocking must be performed between
p, m.,
3:00
of approximately 2:00 a. m, to 7:00 a. m. and 12:00 Noon to
of
although it does not necessarily require the undivided attention
the dispatcher during all those periods.
midnight and
A Maintenance employee (BRAG) reads the yard at 12:00
layout form which
provides to the bus blocking dispatcher the yard
bus. The bus blocker
identifies the exact yard location of each available
there are buses
will then make the assignments for as many runs as
before the last a.m. pullavailable. The bus blocking can be completed
out.

Bus blocking basically requires dispatching buses from the lanes in
chronological order, by pull-out time. The blocker must be knowledgeable
of the bus assignment priorities as identified in the 4-12 Report which
identifies bus series and headsign assignment by line and the Two-Way
Radio Assignment List identifying lines with radio priority. Such
re6ponsibilities do not require driving experienceior eg€ieiea~ der€~P~r-sa~ee.
During the scheduled hours of the bus blocking shift, the bus blocking
dispatcher is also responsible for handling road calls. These two
responsibilities together may not necessarily fill a full dispatcher shift,
again depending upon the proficiency of the dispatcher, the volume of road
calls, and the availability of equipment.
The bus blocker receives the calls from radio dispatcher and logs on
the Daily Reported Trouble Sheet. If a bus is available for replacement,
the bus blocker will assign a bus and a driver to make the changes and
notify the Maintenance Department of a road call. If no buses are
available, t~-ie bus blocker must ask Maintenance to free a bus for the
road call, probably by taking a bus off inspection.
When there is no scheduled bus blocker on duty, road calls are handled
by the remaining dispatchers. Any free time by the bus blocker
dispatcher is spent on miscellaneous work in the office and on assisting
the window dispatcher.
Miscellaneous Duties - In addition to the four primary dispatcher functions,
many miscellaneous tasks must be performed in the division offices to keep
the office work flowing smoothly and to maintain office records and files.
These tasks are ordinarily accomplished during off peak periods or
~ extra dispatchers assigned to the division on a temporary basis.
While each of these separate miscellaneous duties occupies only a small
r

1

~_

~..L

a:....-.

Q311y PUSL7071 U1 ivi.di ut5ya~~.iici ~aaiic~

~1.~.. .~

+ Lc.+ ~r+Rn*}nor
Lucy .iv ~..ar..~. ..6""
""~

~onTP CPI'1t

Y'

a major source of work flow to the dispatchers.
Dispatcher Function Comparison - Table II illustrates the results of a
~~w ~~~
telephone survey to five transit properties in an eiiori io assess
.
properties
other
various dispatcher responsibilities are performed at
tions
classifica
The "differentiation of jobs" refers to the number of job
Dispatcher
used to complete what the RTD refers to as the Division
position.
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TABLE II

A COMPARISON OF
THE DNISION DISPATCHER FUNCTION

NYCTA
RTD
New
Los
An eles York

CTA

MTC

METRO

AG

Chica o

Minnea

Seattle

Oakland

Contract

Contract

Both

1. Contract or noncontract

Noncontract Contract Contract

2, wages

$14921847

$12501800

$12501750

$7.67/hr. $10, 21 hr.
$7.82/hr. $10.62 hr.

One

5 Titles

4 Titles

2 Titles

2 Titles

4 Titles

4. Pay Time?

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Downtown

Yes

~.

Board Mark -up?

Yes

es

Yes

Yes

Yes

Contract

6.

Windov~• Work?

Yes

es

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

7. Bus Blocking?

Yes

es

Yes

Yes

Yes

Yes

Driving Exper.
Required?

Yes

es

Yes

No

Yes

Yes

Make use of
Extras?

Yes

es

Yes

Yes

es

Yes

3.

8.

9.

Differentiation
of Tob s
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NC $1563- ?2~
3 C $7.648.98

u~rn tyt tit FN DA TION S

r, the calculation of
1. Centralize Timekeeping - As stated earlie
on by the
operator pay time is currently computed at each divisi
work hours,
8:00 p. m. to 4:00 a. m. dispatcher. Becaue~ of their
dispatchers,
these dispatchers are necessarily isolated from other
and assistant
end from any supervision from the d ivisior, managers
receive is
rr=anagers. The only Sorm of supervision timekeepers
tion Departporta
from the Senior Dispatcher from Headquarters Trans
to observe
xnent who visits division timekeepers from time to time
their work and review• previous days' records.
Dispatcher,
The most frequent problem, identified by the Senior
on the
of timekeepers is in being unable to interpret the notes
tcher
work sheets made by the window dispatcher. Each dispa
er,
Furth
sheet.
has h;s own anethod ~i anotatioae Asa the work
clear
many window dispatchers are careless about leaving a
the
Since
.
sheets
work
record of the day's transactions on the
rming
window man is unavailable when Lhe timekeeper is perfo
~aad how
his calculations, the tirn~keeper rnu~t guess as to what
there
While
work was assigned if the window notes are unclear.
there is
may be some overlap of timekeeping and window shifts,
operator
ing
resolv
for
little opportunity and no structured means
w
dispatcher
pay time questions, or providing feedback to the windo
on improving the pay time notations.
it has
Further, because of the hours of the timekeeping shift,
midnight
these
Thus
s.
been difficult to attract senior dispatcher
be
shifts are filled by the lower seniority dispatchers, who can
of
expected to require more supervision and guidance than those
higher seniority personnel.
work was
Timekeeping basically requires a reconstruction of how
way
allocated to operators and a calculation of the least expensive
anu
lime,
shine
rs,
to pay the various combinations of runs, trippe
are
so on. Because these combinations of work and of work rules
be
so complicated, more than one method of paying time could
LlSCC,! LVi Oit ~%

~a Via°..ii

~a~.~'. ~.:~~±~~!~!a
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Centralized timekeeping will improve the
frequency and consistency of supervision of
the timekeepers and should greatly reduce
overpayments. Furthermore, pay times will
be calculated during the hours 8:00 - 4:30 or
~:3C ~~ 5.00 ~ah~e~~ f31ii1610Pi pe:~~:sne: are as•ail~bl~
to discuss, by telephone, possible discrepancies
on the previous day's work.
Since an analysis of pay time reveals the
proficiency of the mark-up and window dispatchers,
it should be a prirr~ary responsibility of the supervisor of timekeeping to provide the Superintendent
of Divisions with a regular assessment of the performance of division dispatchers for tine proper
action to be taken to correct problems related to
mark-up and window work.
Because of the need for close coordination between
timekeeping and the divisions to provide feedback
on the proficiency of the mark-up and window
dispatchers, as well as the need for the supervisor
to have a sound working knowledge of the contract,
it is recommended that this function remain in the
Transportation Department.
2.

Establishment of Timekeeping Analyst Positions - As stated
earlier, the calculation of pay time requires a thorough
knowledge of the UTU contract, attention to detail, and a
capability to correctly add and subtract hours and minutes.
However, it does not require knowledge or experience of
driving and of working conditions of operators which cannot
be acquired ~y dose supervision ana proper Training.
Further, the task requires no independent, discretionary
action which proper supervision in a centralized location cannot
address.
It is recommended that the Timekeeping Section be
staffed with the position of Timekeeping Analyst at
n ~iau^c iii ili~ti'i2i ~iiaii v tai

? LG iJ~ilt11111

uic ~i8y

time calculations and other related timekeeping
functions. The exact grade should be determined
by an analysis by the Personnal Departrnent.
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Timekeeping Analyst
It is further recommended that the
position and
position be classified as an entry level
in Schedules
viewed as a step towards other positions
nts, including a
Accounting or Transportation Departme
tion.
step toward the Division Dispatcher posi
- In mid -1976, the responsibility
3. Transfer Bus Blocking Function
between Maintenance and
for bus blocking in the divisions was split
the yard and submitting the
Transportation with Maintenance reading
assigned buses to runs. Prior to
bus location form to Transportation who
entire function.
this shift, Maintenance had performed the
lems in coordination and communiHowever, since this reassignment, prob
inued to cause major delays
cation between the two departments have cont
efforts. Also because both
in many divisions, despite diligent training
tant duplication of
departments have a part in this function, a cons
itments of both departments
effort results. In comparing the time comm
and p, m. pull outs before
to complete the bus assignments for the a, m.
ent method requi res
and after the split, Table III shows that the curr
original method.
over three times as much staff time as the
of Maintenance employees,
These time estimates are based on a survey
performing bus blocking.
supplementing the observations of dispatchers
ing of the bus blocking task
In any case, the results of the present shar
bility and accountability
are to further obscure the definition of responsi
.
for completing the division pull outs on time
It is recommended that in order to reduce
duplication and clarify responsibility, the
the
entire bus blocking function be performed by
.
sion
Maintenance Department in each divi
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TABLE III
WORKLOAD COMPARISON - BUS BLOCKING

Shared Method
Maintenance: Yard Reading
Transportation: Bus Assignment

P.M.

Transportation

5 hrs.

22

=

Maintenance

5

3

=

Total Bus Blocking
Time Required

A.M.

P.M,

72

0

0

8

22

2

Total

A.M.

Maintenance: Yard
Reading and Bus
Assignment

152

- 16

Total
=

0
4'2

4'-z

Under the current system, absences
4, Revised Window Forms from duty are recorded for the purposes of1)
2)
3)

Filling open assignments
Documenting absences for future entry into
ope rators' 3IR
Paying time

s of three
Through a system of entering daily transactions in a serie
m 32-35),
forms, the Daily Report (Form 32-77), the Daily Event (For
window dispatcher
and the Operator Assignment Change, (Form 22-ll3) the
open work assignments
is able to respond to the immediate needs of filling
events of the day,
with available manpower. Through reconstruction of the
time.
the timekeeper makes the necessary adjustments to pay
ned to
Through a series of multiple entries, this system is desig
and
provide a check and balance of the accuracy of the window work
time.
pay
to
sary
n
neces
provide the timekeeper with all of the informatio
g absences
The Daily Sheets also provide the input necessary for postin
the
by
from duty to the employees' 3IR. This task is performed
division steno.

rsome.
The present system of recording the days' events is cumbe
n to
matio
infor
cal
Multiple entries requiring the transfer of identi
n
ositio
transp
several forms increases the chance of error due to the
increases
of numbers or the deletion of an important item. This, in turn,
w~indo~•
if
the
ed
unfill
the probability of payroll errors. Arun can also go
tor Assigndispatcher overlooks an entry in the Daily Event or the Opera
ment Change Sheet.
It is recommended that the Daily Report Sheet be
expanded to include all of the information required
to fill runs. Exhibit 1 is an example of the
proposed format. (See page 44)
Report men would continue to be listed in the Daily
Report Sheet. Open assignments would also be listed
was
on this sheet and numbered sequentially. As a run
work
the
assigned to a report man, a number representing
run would be entered in the "Work Run Assigned"
column.
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5. Out Of Service Card - Current attendance record
practice inc u es noting an absence in the Operator Assigrunent Change
and the Daily Event. This ie then used to compile the daily sick-list
from which employee permanent records are posted. The board mark-up
dispatcher uses the sick list and the latest entries in the Daily gent
to identify open pieces of work for rea~~ig~~~t.
At present the division stenographer is responsible for documenting
absences in the operator's 3IR. The Daii}r Evert (foPYn 32-35) is used
to prepare the daily sick list. This list is typed by the steno and used
as a basis for posting absences to the operator's 3IR. The list is also
used to compute the weekly payment of sick time. The mark-up dispatcher
uses the list to fill open runs due to absence. Multiple entries are therefore
required to process and document absences.
The Superintendent of Divisions indicated that the information currently
posted in the operators' 3IRs is inadequate for tracing absence patterns
of operators. This information could prove to be a useful tool in
analyzing chronic absenteeism and supporting disciplinary efforts. Under
the present system, it is difficult to tell whether an employee is developing a pattern of absences, for example, absences prior to or immediately
following days off or holidays.
Because of the variability of the sick list, as well as the multitude ,of entrie s
required ur►de r the present system, there is a pQS sibility of failure to
fill an open assignement either by the mark-up dispatcher or the windo~~
dispatcher.
It is recon-~zended that an "Out of Service Card"
be implemented to record attendance and to
strengthen board mark-up. Under this proposed
system, there would be an Out of Service Card
~c~~ ~Yl_:~,:t 71 fnr PvPry nnerator_
This card wOUld
well as
as
be the permanent aL-rendance record
the basis for opening up a piece of work. The
system would include the posting of more detailed
information to the Operator's 3IR than is presently
available to provide a means of effective documentation and evaluation of potential absence patterns.
A card System of recording absences from duty in
conjunction with a modified Daily Report Sheet could
provide a means of improving control over the filing
of open runs. Implementation of such a system would
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the 3IR by the
eliminate the posting of absences to
ngs of 2. 5 hours
Division steno and thus effect a savi
sions.
of steno time per week in most divi
-an In-Service
Cards would be filed in two placess would be
File or an Out-of-Service File. Card
an
moved from one file to another to reflect
sion's
operator's attendance status and the divi
d be placed
daily manpower condition. Cards woul
s missed
in the Out-of-Service File as employee
Cards
out, called in sick or went on the sick list.
oyees
empl
as
file
would be returned to the In-Service
ok'd for work.
into the
The Out-of-Service File could be divided
; "More
following categories: "One Day Absence"
Days."
30
Over
ick
Than One Day Absence"; and "S
not
The file would give the mark-up dispatcher
need to
only better control over the runs which
d also
be filled on a continuing basis, but woul
dayprovide improved control over the changing
to -day manpower requirements.
excesThe Out-of-Service Card of employees with
or's
doct
a
sive absenteeism or those requiring
be tagged
release prior to returning to work could
for greater visibility.
designed to
The proposed Out-of-Service Gard is
ing up
provide the information necessary for open
the
apiece of work as well as providing all of
ation
ment
t
docu
information required for permanen
Service
of an absence. The impact of the Out-ofrt Sheet
Repo
y
Card and the proposed revised Dail
is summarized on Table V, (See page 21)
be selected
It is recomrriended that a trial Division
ined in E~ibit
for implementing a procedure as outl
nces from
abse
2 for monitoring and documenting
duty.
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~~

~

ber of entries
This system would reduce the num
and
from 23 to 13 for straight sick entries
e required
tim
er
therefore the amount of dispatch
provide
to record an absence, and would also
unting of the
the timekeeper with a clearer acco
amount of
day's events. Since a significant
yzing
the timekeeper's time is spent in anal
this
ies,
the daily sheets and comparing entr
of time,
could result in substantial savings
ies the
Table IV indicates the reduction in entr
or incident
proposed system would allow for maj
types.

TABLE IV
M ENTRIES
COMPARISON OF REQUIRED FOR
DOW SHEETS
EXISTING AND PROPOSED WIN

Cur rent
System

Proposed
System

One -Day Siek Entries

32

13

Straight Sick Entries

23

13

Miss-Out Entries

21

14

Incident

-2~-

TABLE V
IMPACT OF PROPOSED FORM CHANGES
(POSTING ONE DAY SICK)
Present System

Windov~
Dispatcher

Proposed System

Daily Report Sheet
{5 entries)

Revised Daily Report Sheet
(13 entries)

Daily Event Sheet
(19 entries)

Out-of-Service Card
(8 entries)

Operator Assignment
Change (8 entries)
Total - 32 entrie s

Total - 21 entries

Mark-Up
Dispatcher

Consults two sources
for open assignments
due to sickness -Daily
Event Sheet and Sick
List

Consults one source fo.r open
assignments due to sicknessthe Out-of-Service File

Division
Steno

Post absence to 3IR

Not necessary

Type Sick List

Possibly not necessary
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Under the current method of
Revise Accident Reporting Method b.
complete
reporting and recording accidents, a driver is required to
The division
an Accident Report (Form 32-43)following an accident.
ents
dispatcher checks the form for completeness and logs all accid
on
divisi dispatcher
for the day in an Accident Summary (Form 32-2). The
~d~d to 4,.he
also prepares an Equipment damage gteport which is ga~wa
vehicle
the
of
Maintenance Department. Costs related to the re~.air
Department.
are reported on this form and returned to the Transportation
~n's
Costs of repairs to the company vehicle are then enfere~ ifl 4~-ie divi°i
copy of the Accident Summary.
buted,
The Accident Summary is prepared in quadruplicate and distri
as follov~~s:
Original
1st Copy
2nd Copy

-

3rd Copy

-

Safety Department
Personnel Record of the Operator
Stays at the division. Costs of repairs
are entered in this copy.
Instruction Department

nent
The Accident Surrzznary serves several purposes. It serves as a perma
provides
record of the accident in the employee's personnel record, and
Report
Safety
ly
the data input for key punching and tabulation for the month
ent
and the quarterly Accident Report. It is on this form that the accid
ded.
recor
are
ent
accid
type and the determination of avoidability of an
the
The Accident Report provides the information needed for preparing
tious.
repeti
are
Accident Summary. Many of the entries on these fo rms
cases
The current Accident Summary provides a very brief and in some
remains in the
inadequate historical record of the accident, yet this form
r•~„

m1,

e.. •,fie„+ RP.,r,r+ ;g forwarded to t~1e

t...__
operaior~6 pe~-5oniici iiac. ia,~ n~~l....,..~
the General
Transportation Department, the Safety Department, and
Adjustment Bureau.

The following is recommended as a means of
y
streamlining procedures and improving the qualit
of accident data:
a.

Consolidate the Accident Report and Accident
Summary;

b.

Design aone-sided form with insert carbons or
carbonizeu paper. This form should include a
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short tear-off sheet which could be separated
and sent to data proceeaing for key punching.
In addition to this, three other copies are
required for distribution to the insurance.
carrier, the Safety Department, and the Operator's
file ;

c.

Discontinue distribution of a copy of the
Accident Report to the Transportation Department;

d.

Expand the Transportation Department procedure
manual section on the Accident Report to
include the distribution of the form and other
relevant information.

A copy of the "Revised Accident Report" is shown in
Exhibit 4. Exhibit 5 contains the proposed addition to
the department manual. (See pages 47 and 49)

7.

Discontinue Transfer Bundling - It has been the practice
in most divisions, for division dispatchers to manually bundle
passenger transfer books before distributing them to operators,
along with the farebox cards, when they report for duty. This
practice is rooted in the Iine-specific transfers which were used
until recently.
Division dispatchers ordinarily try to bundle the transfers during
slow periods. Nonetheless, this represents a commitment of
dispatcher time of up to one or two hours a day per division,
depending upon the division.
Division 9, on the other hand, has traditionally used un-numbered
transfers which were not bundled before distribution. This has
not affected transfer usage at Division 9.
It is recommended that all divisions irrunediately
discontinue bundling transfer before their distribution
to operators.
It is further rec~rrunended that transfers be placed in
a location where operators can conveniently pick up
their own transfers when signing-on, but where the
dispatchers can readily observe them in order to
minimize pilferage or vandalism.
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8. Dispatcher Working Environment - Division dispatchers perform
their duties in an office that is separated from the train room by an
open counter. Generally the working environment is noisy, especially
during the peak periods of the day, cluttered because of minimal
space, and equi pped with old office furniture,
It is recommended that adivision-by~livision
assessment be made of the working environment
of the 3ispatcherso Recognia,irag that ~ gleasant
working environment can improve employee
productivity and morale, the following modifications should be considered and implemented where
possible:
1.

Comfortable stools and counteP -togs heig~it
tables be purchased for working at the
window counter, especially during off-peak
periods so that dispatchers may perform
paperwork anti, at the same time, watch
over the train room.

2.

Other office furniture be replaced to upgrade
and modernize division offices.

3.

Acoustical improvements be made such as
sound -proof paneling or wall carpeting, sound
barriers in the train room and other such
modifications as may be feasible.

It is recognized that the overall conditions of District
facilities limit the extent to which major modifications
to offices should be made.
9. Establish Trial Division - There are many variables in the division
dispatcher work load which make quantification of task time requirements
very difficult to obtain. The work environment is characterized by work
lities.
_~ 4•~~~~}.+~±ice;; ~f ~Pennnsibi
r
load peaks ana V311C~~ ~ iii`.c F iiiy~ivii~ ~ u;.@Yt:a~
and tight deadline pressures.
generally
The peak periods of work with specific operational deadlines are
as follows
2:00 a. m.
4:30 a. m.
8:30 a, m.
Noon

to
to
to
to

7;00
7:00
3:00
3:00

a. m.
a.m.
p, m.
p, m.

8:00 p. m. to 4:00 a. m.

Bus Blocking
Roll-Outs
Board Mark Up
Bus Blocking
Roll-Outs
Timekeeping
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5
2. 5
5
3
3. 5
8
27 hour s

which round out
There are, of cour se ~ other duties
er miscellaneous tasks are,
dispatchers workload. These oth
nally and can be flexibly scheduled
however, less pressing operatio
-peak periods.
to be performed during slower non
manpower requirements
One of the difficulties in assessing
d to miscellaneous or
is the large amount of time allocate
es listed above represent most,
general clerical duties. The duti
forming the primary dispatcher
but not all, of the time spent in per
k, Board Mark-up, and
tasks Bus Blocking, Window Wor
Timekeeping.
rs
dispatchers, a total of 48 hou
For a division with a staff of six
ng
patcher duties, not counti
a week would be devoted to dis
ut
istance, Of these 48 hours, abo
additional extra-dispatcher ass
g
vin
es listed above, lea
27 are spent on the "deadlined'' duti
responsibilities.
about 21 hours a day for other
uld
ations in this report which sho
There are several recorr~snend
w
flo
k
wor
and
ad
on the worklo
have a general beneficial impact
recommendations and the
of the division offices. These
s,
s, in most operating division
appraximate daily tix~xie saving
which should result are ds foi 1 ows
8. 0 hours
ce
Shift Bus Blocking to Maintenan
1. 0 hours
Discontinue Bundling Transfers
5 hour
Posting
Consolidated Attendance Record
5 hour
Discontinue Daily Sick List
3 hour
Discontinue Accident Summary
10. 3 hours
Total
endations in this report will
A number of additional recomm
but
and probable time savings,
result in improved procedures
quantified:
are too indistinct to be
Revised Window Sheet
Improved Accident Report
and Environment
Improved Work Arrangements
Carbonized Forms
bilities
Clarify Division of Responsi
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These time savings will not result in an automatic increase in
the productivity or efficiency of the function. To accomplish this,
it will be necessary to either increase unit output or decrease
manpower input to the unit,
While it is, admittedly, not possible to assess more precisely or
definitely the actual time saving or the amount of "discretionary" time
spent on non-essential tasks, it can be said with confidence that the
recommendations contained in this report will reduce work load
significantly.
In order to assess the work load reduction s
and time savings recommended in this report
end to coaavert the~g efficiencies into meaningful
economies, it is recommended that a test be
conducted on the feasibility of reducing division
office personnel.
For this purpose, division dispatchers, stenographers,
and the proposed d~vis.ion clerk position should be
considered as elements of the same operating unit,
rather than as distinct functions.
It is recommended that the following manpower
configuration be implemented at a single division
for this test;
3 Division Dispatchers
1 Division Clerk
1 Division Stenographer
This manpower configuration should be tested
following the centralization of the timekeeping
functions.
'r~_~ tP~t ~f rPd~~ced r~-ianDOwer should be set for
a minimum of one month. ~+,t the conclusion of
the one-month period, a decision can be made to
stop the test or continue for a more adequate
three-mon~n ~e~i.
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al, a formal written
Following the three-month tri
entation should be
evaluation of systemwide implem
prepared.
at one of the larger,
This trial should be conducted
ilitate daily managecentrally located divisions to fac
ision 1 or Division 3
ment attention to the test. Div
locations for this
are considered to be the better
experiment.
the four
on Clerk Position - In addition to
10. Establishment of Divisi
nt doing
nt portion of dispatcher time is spe
primary functions, a significa
cialized
ks which do not require the spe
tas
s
eou
lan
cel
mis
of
y
iet
var
a large
the regularly
Grade 10 Dispatcher, If there is
training and experience of a
se tasks are
in a division on a given day, the
rs
che
pat
dis
of
ber
num
led
schedu
when additional
tine course of the day. However,
accomplished through the rou
frequently
ision, these miscellaneous duties
div
a
to
ed
ign
ass
is
er
pow
man
10 Extra Dispatcher.
fill the entire shift of a Grade
ons, and
ks and Standards, field observati
Through an analysis of the Tas
t from 15 to 20
dispatchers, it is estimated tha
interviews with managers and
g these
cher's office is spent performin
pat
dis
a
in
day
per
k
wor
of
hours
ctions:
non -discretionary, clerical fun
Answer telephone
r write-ups
Research and process superviso
ident reports
Service inspector reports, acc
complaints
accident tracers and customer
ident reports
Give operators instructions on acc
outs
Prepare farebox cards for pull
ce in assignment
pla
Pull paddles for next day and
rack
ce in assignment rack
Sort and band transfers and pla
timetable inventory
Load timetable rack and keep
units and log in keys
Monitor assignment of CEA
Process division mail
e with TD notices
Keep bulletin boards up to dat
and general information
Balance cash drawer
Log in SAM Cards
Issue paychecks
Log lost-and -found items
Sell monthly passes
iness and send copies
Close out reports for day's bus
to proper departments
Maintain file s
ision
Order supplies for Div
-2 7 -

ification
It is recommended that a new job class
no higher
e
of Division Clerk be created at a grad
onary,
than 6 or 7 to perform the non-discreti
offices.
ion
clerical duties necessary in the divis
ar.
the exact grade 6hould be determined by
nt.
analysis by the Personnel Departme
office
It is further recommended that divi~ior,
a. m.
for
staffing include Dispatcher coverage
for p, m.
window work, extra board mark-up, and
g five
irin
requ
s
window work. For most division
gnment of
personnel, this would result in an assi
s.
three dispatchers and two clerk position
This position should be classified as an entry-level
s
position and viewed as a step towards other position
g
udin
incl
in Schedules or Transportation Departments,
a step toward the division dispatcher position.
The workload in the division offices should be split
between dispatchers and clerks such that the
ing
dispatchers are responsible for window dispatch
work, board mark-up and related duties and staffing
the divisions when the manager and assistant manager
ble
are not present. The clerks should be responsi
to
lar
simi
es
duti
s
for performing the miscellaneou
those identified above.
the board
Lt should be noted that a large portion of
clerical. Thus
mark-up preparation is also distinctly
assume
;± :~ ~prnmmended that as the division clerks
st
assi
to
zed
routine office duties, they also be utili
may then be
the board mark -up dispatcher, who
atcher-related
freed to perform more difficult disp
duties.
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larger divisions were
11. Division Staffing - During the time of this study, the
six
staffed with seven dispatcher week-day shifts and the smaller with
six and
dispatcher shifts. As of March 5, 1978. these levels are reduced to
been filled
eve shifts respectively, as a result of reducing shifts which bad
by operator-extra dispatchers.
onal
With the establishment of a centralized timekeeping section, an additi
large
the
in
shift can be eliminated from each division, leaving five shifts
divisions and four shifts in the small divisions,
It is recommended that the larger division be
staffed with three dispatcher shifts per day and
two clerk shifts per day and the smaller divisions
with three dispatchers and one clerk per day.
Directors
12. Re-evaluation of Pa~Grade - On April 21, 1976, the Board of
This
10.
to
approved a request to up-grade division dispatchers from 9
has
request was based on the fact that "division dispatcher classification
ibilities ...
received a significant increase in the level of duties and respons
processing
since this classification will be responsible for hoard mark -up,
division payroll, and assigning equipment."
and the return of
With the removal of timekeeping to a centralized location
responsibus blocking to the Maintenance Divisions, the level of duties and
reduced by 50%.
bilities of a division dispatcher will have been, significantly,
can
It is highly questiona'~le, in any case, whether the remaining duties
justify a Grade 10 position.
The most convincing reasons for retaining division dispatcher at salary
Grade 10 or 9 are that this will maintain shift morale and promotional
legitimate
opportunities for bus operators at a competitive salary. These are
concerns which should be included in a pay grade calculation.
It is recommended that division dispatchers be
downgraded to a salary of no higher than Grade 9.
This would be a return to the position's previous
pay range and would also maintain the dispatcher
position as a promotional opportunity for bus drivers
and the proposed division clerk and timekeeper
analyst positions.
It is recommended that the Personnel Department assess
the consistence of this recommended pay grade change
with other District non -contract positions.
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13.

Dispatcher Shift Scheduling - There are two basic shift structures
for all divisions with no specific allowance made for the unique
individual needs of a particular division. The distribution of pull-outs,
for example, is a key indicator of a division's manpower needs during
peak periods, An analysis of tie pull-out distribution indica4e~ mat
peak pull-out times vary among divisions. Other variables might impact
a division's manpower needs on a day-to- daybasis, such as special
events. The existing shift structure does not allow a division manager
to respond to these needs.
Scheduling of shifts downtown tends to diminish division managers'
autonomy over work flow and lessens a ma.nager's commitment to
completion of tasks with existing manpower.
It is recommended that managers be given
responsibility over the assignment of manpower
in their divisions.
Downtown should set forth criteria on the
number of dispatchers assigned and allow
managers to distribute shifts in the manner
most suited to their needs.
Managers would inform downtown of shift changes
in order to insure that relief dispatchers were
correctly assigned.

14.

Extra Dispatcher Working Conditions - District employees are

necessarily placed in a ve ry difficult personnel position when they
assume extra- dispatcher duties, due to the uncertain and tenuous
status of an "extra.'` extra assignments are somewizai si~niiar ~o
probationary appointments except that they last for several years,
with no definite close-out date. Further, there is no guarantee
±h?± a., PX~'T? ~3~~n~tcher will be selected for a regular dispatcher
position.
When an operator assumes extra-dispatcher duties, many ordinary rights
~Tla'

~ii~iie~es

c~i ~~tLi2i ~t~ii`~.iai.~i, BiZ~ iit3i.= ^.CZ;~:~^.~ °3::Y1^~°~~ 3S? not

extended to him or her. For example, extra dispatchers are expected
to work every day: only i f they request days off, are they granted
what another RTD employee ordinarily gets as a "week-end."

n the board mark-up process
Extra dispatchers are also expected to lear
training. However, nll extra
on their own time, not being paid for this
d in all aspects of dispatcher
dispatchers are expected to bP qualifie
duties.
ormance evaluations and
Further, extra dispatchers have received no perfatchers they continue to
a disp
no step increases. When they work as extr
worked continuously as extra
ng
havi
a
many
extr
10A,
be paid as a Grade
is made to assess the
dispatchers for the last two years. No effort
or weak points, what they can
performance of extras, of their strong points
hear their ideas on how operations
do to be a better dispatcher or to formally
might be improved.
sions, although they are
Further, according to the Superintendent of Divi permitted to file a
not
performing a non-contract function, they are
edure nor are they represented
proc
e
vanc
grie
act
grievance under the non-contr
s.
by the union while performing dispatcher function
It is recommended that:
Extra-Dispatchers be scheduled as a
routine practice on a 5-day work week;
Extra-Dispatchers receive pay for all
training time, including extra board
mark-up,
extra
Performance evaluations be performed for tion and
posi
dispatchers after 1,040 hours in the
on 2,080-hour intervals after that based on
agreed to Tasks and Standards.
Step increases be granted as merited, in
for
accordance with established procedures
non-contract employees;
vance
Extra-Dispatchers be permitted to file grie
es;
under the non-contract Grievance Procedur
ts and
Extra-Dispatchers be informed of the righ of those
privileges of non-contract employees and
which apply to them as extra-dispatchers.
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~
'
17.

Extra-Dispatchers are
~.~~ f~T ~irP~~t~r_E~tr~ Dievatchers -ag'~~a..
~•
i.7 u~a
ement the
working as non-contract employees and significantly suppl
t 50%.
almos
regular non-contract staff. in the last six months by
s account
However, extra dispatchers are paid out of the UTU wage
staff is
ct
ontra
non-c
and,therefore. the cost of this supplementary
tract
hidden in the total UTU wages. In other words, the non-con
tment
depar
the
run
to
cost
the
of
wades account is not truly reflective
and divisions,
fied these nonThe department has not, in the past, specifically identi
and working
contract personnel in the department budget justification
her staff
papers, nor have they estimated the amount of extra-dispatc
other
e
that will be necessary in the next fiscal year. Thus unlik
rce and
departments in the district. this department has the resou
ied
justif
is
what
capability of increasing non-contract staff beyond
from year ~o year through the budget process.
atcher
As a further illustration of this point, currently 47 extra -disp
positions are
positions are authorized by fine Board, although only 35
ication, for
justif
€i12ed. The department's origiza~l budget request and
only 80 positions
example, of 84 regular dispatchers could be denied and
then, that the
would be approved for the coming year. It is possible ,
r positions
department could then fill four authorized extra-dispatche
t process and
without violating any agreement reached during the budge
without exceeding non-contract wages budget.
lity in the
Because the cost of extra dispatchers receive no clear visibi
tive for the
Department 3200 expense summary there is little incen
of personnel.
department to monitor closely the assignment of this group
division workload
The department had performed virtually no analysis of
Many extras
needs prior to increasing or decreasing staffing levels.
they were
when
to do
have stated that there was little work for them
to be no effort on the
assigned dummy shifts. But there appeared
information for the more
part of department management to use this
~utur~.
careful assigrunent of extra uispaicners in iie
be
It is recommended that extra dispatchers
-•-,~„~~:=,Pr TP~~,~rce in the
+ ...a..r
~ a.~
Llo~ia
ireaiea db 6 ^'
ineluded
department's budget development process and
and
n
in the department's personnel justificatio
of the
a
part
as
s
paper
ng
resource allocation worki
±C~?PT5
u;~p~
extra
budget process each year. hi~~-iaLL~~
some
may not always be working as dispatchers,
of extrant
amou
the
estimate should be budgeted for
dispatche rmanpower through the year.
wages be
It is also recommended that extra -dispatcher
~ucig~~~d and charged to the non-contract wages
account.
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v

ts - Operator-Extra Division
16. Extra Dispatcher Manpower Requiremen
wer pool insofar as they
Dispatchers provide a very flexible reserve manpo
dispatchers in response to
can be assigned as bus operators or division
t changes.
the District's short-term manpowe r requiremen
"unscheduled" or "durruny"
A review of extra-dispatcher assignments to
tchers are not returned
shifts indicates, however, that operator-extra dispa
ble extras exceeds the
to operator status, even when the number of availa
ut any indication of
number of open scheduled shifts. This is done witho
tcher assistance.
excessive work load requiring additional dispa
create afull-time
The major consequences of this practice have been to
s of budgeted dispatcher
dispatcher work force approximately 50% in exces
g of division operator
manpower allocations, do unnecessary compoundin
wer which frequently
manpower shortages, and an increase in dispatcher manpo
exceeds required levels,
For purposes of
In January 1978, 193 "unscheduled" shifts were utilized.
in that they were
discussion, if 50%o of these shifts were "dummy" shifts
96 shifts or
assigned without reference to any work requirement, about
ut any cost
10 man-weeks could have been returned to bus driving witho
to the RTD.
shifts for the
Along these lines, it should be noted that four "dummy"
k period because
entire system would ideally be the maximum in any one-wee
probably have
five "dummy" shifts would indicate that an employee could
performed full-time bus operator duties.
It is recommended that Extra Division Dispatcher
assignments be made only to fill open regular shifts,
except under the following limited circumstances:
a.

It is beneficial as an opportunity to train
the "extra -dispatcher on a new phase of
dispatcher work.

b.

A division manager requests, in writing, and
justifies temporary additional help to handle
a peak work load problem.

It is further recomr~nended that extra dispatchers be
returned to operator status any time that training or
division peak manpower needs do not require their
retention as dispatchers.
reserve,
It is further reconunended that an extra -dispatcher
of no more than seven operators, be maintained, unless the
department can justify more.
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17.

The OperatorEstabliBh "Relief Dispatcher" Job Category used to provide
Extra Division Dispatcher job category is
coverage for
vacation coverage for regular dispatchers,
rve work force
regular dispatcher absence, to maintain a rese
tool #o s' :~~zv
to handle work load peaks, and as a training
dispatchers.
fihat it provides
The advantage of the "extra" classification is
expand or
a flexible reserve employee pool which can
suited to
contract according to need and is the refore well
nds.
dema
ower
manp
usually high
meet unpredictable or
which is
At the present time, however, much of the work
e and
covered by Operator-Extra Dispatchers is predictabl
by vacations
regular. Personnel requirements generated
advance and
and holidays ,for example, can be scheduled in
requirements.
s3is#sibuted evenly to minimize relief dispatcher
It is recoxnmende.d that vacation, holiday,
and sickness coverage requirements be
filled by Relief Regular Dispatchers.
It is further recommended that the
Extra-Dispatcher classification be used only
rage
to cover cuipredictable peak work load cove
new
and to provide adequate training for
dispat the rs.

18.

The distribution of regular
Relief Coverage Requirements ant of the
Division Dispatcher vacations is a major determin
tcher work force. An
size vi tie 2~~a cr r~~P*_'ee ~±~~-~--ary
uneven distribution of vacations can create unnecess
under-utilized
workload peaks and valleys and result in an
extra or reserve work force.
on has resulted
In the current year, a very uneven distributi
atchers
in a range of from one to eight regular Disp
. A proper,
~~ing e~he~~?lec~ £or vacation on a given week
resulted in six
even distribution of vacations would have
.
Dispatchers beine scheduled off each week
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vacations could
An even distribution of regular Dispatcher
f Dispatchers
be covered by a reserve force of six relie
The uneven
with no excesses manpower being experienced.
ss manpower
distribution results, however, in a total exce
of 112 weeks or two full Relief Dispatchers.
is caused by
A further requirement for relief manpower
also can be
holidays and sickness. These requirements
predicted with acceptable accuracy.
10 holidays each
For example, each Dispatcher is entitled to
Dispatchers,
year. For a regular work force of 80 regular
ent of 745 days
this works out to a holiday coverage requirem
Dispatcher
ef
allowing for partial service holidays. A Reli
sickness,
works about 230 days a year after allowing for
vacation, and holidays.
day coverage,
By dividing relief work days into required holi
r all regular
cove
it can be seen that 3.2 reliefs are needed to
Dispatcher holidays.
per regular°
Assuming an absence ratio of 10 days per year
satisfy all
dispatcher, a total of 3. 5 relief shifts would
sickness coverage requirements.
It is recommended that efforts be taken to
insure a proper even distribution of regular
Dispatcher vacations.
g
It is further recommended that the followin
g
etin
budg
formulas be used in determining and
Relief Dispatcher positions
A
VACATION RELIEF FORMUL
304 = 6.1
Total Dispatcher Vacation Weeks Earned =
50
50 Weeks
HOLIDAY RELIEF FORMULA
ers)
(Full Service Holidays Times Regular Dispatch
Size)
Shift
day
+ (Y.oliday Service Holidays Times Holi
Annual Relief Work Days
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(5 x 80)
5(~x~= 745= 3.2

SICKNESS RELIEF FORMULA
= 80 x 10 = 800 = 3. 5
Regular Dispatchers times 10 days
230
230
~►nnuai rciici :uo:k T?aV4

that a
It can be seen from these figures
13 could
total Relief Dispatcher force of
sickness
satisfy all vacation, holiday, and
coverage requirements.
rve work
It b~ recommended that the rese
sickness
and
force for vacation, holidays,
be set at 13 employees.
the Managers of Division
Sales Coverage - At the request of
s
Pas
uce
Red
19.
to each division froze the 25th
? and 8, an ~actra dispatcher is assigned
owing month to provide necessary
of each month to the 10th day of the foll
ests were approved by Headquarters,
coverage for bus pass sales. These requ
al workload requirements.
apparently without a careful review of actu
es that excess extra-dispatcher
A review of pass sales at Division ?indicat
7, pass sale frequency, sufficient
coverage is being scheduled. At I2ivision
for approximately four days,
to merit additional staffing, is experienced
as the following table indicates:
January
25
26
27
28
29
30
31

Passes Sold
2
1
7
7
21
31
62

February
1
2
3
4
5
6
7
8
7

IO

er
It is recommended that extra-dispatch
on
d
base
coverage for pass sales,be
y.
an assessment of actual pass sale frequenc
s
based on ine dada €_~~, D;;r;~~cr. ?, *_~!~
m
additional coverage should be reduced fro
15 days to four days per month.
This reduction would result in a savings
th,
of 22 extra-dispatcher work days per mon
rs
X64 work days or 1.1 dispatcher man-yea
snnually.
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Passes Sold
45
~,4
14
5
1
1
1
0
~

0

20. Additional Manpowe r Requests - At the present time a division manager
who needs additional dispatcher sssiBtance to handle a peak work load
problem orally communicates this to a staff assistant at Headquarters, who
forwards the request to the Superintendent of Divisions for approval.
At Divisions 7 and 8, this informal, oral procedure was used to obtain
authorization for additional staffing equal to, approximately, an 8% increase
in staffing, without any written justification or work load analysis.
It is recommended that division requests for
additional peak work load personnel be made
in writing to the Superintendent of Divisions.
These requests for staff supplements should
be accompanied with detailed work load documentation.
It is further recozYUnended that dispatcher assignments
for which a written request has not been filed be
classified as "dummy" shifts.
21. Forms Handling - Division dispatchers work with a large number of
forms, for which they must insert carbon paper and distribute to operators,
on request. The requirement for these forms can contribute to a cluttered
work area and also interfere with dispatchers during peak period.
It is recommended that the department consider
a wall rack to hold the most frequently used forms,
in order to facilitate their ready retrieval by a
dispatcher.
It is also recommended that, as a matter of practice,
that all forms, such as the Operators Schedule Deviation
Slip (form 32-57) which require multiple copies, be
carbonized.
22. Hours of Operations - Transportation Division offices are open on a
24-hour i~asis. During the slow hours between approximately 11 p. m. and
3 a. m., dispatchers concern themselves with such things as timekeeping,
bus blocking, a wide variety of miscellaneous duties related to closing the
day's business and so on, and handling problems related to operator pullins, such as Accident Reports and overtime slips.
a
To assess whether less than 24-hour coverage would be feasible,
tabulation of pull-ins between ll p. m. and 3 a. m. was performed, the
assumption being that operator- related work could be roughly projected
outs
based on pull-ins and pull-outs. There are, of course, no pullbetween 11 p, m. and 3. a.m. in most divisions.
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Table VI shows the distribution of pull-ins between 11 p. m. and 3 a. m.
~ ~=
and the first scheduled pu11-out. ~~ee page s? j
Based on the frequency of pull-ins, a reduction in division office hours
of service does not seem feasible at moat divisions. At Divisions b, 15,
and 18. however, there are periods of little or no pull-in activity during
which it may not be necessary to keep the office open.
In order to achieve increased dispatcher shift
scheduling flexibility, it is recomrriended that
the Transportation Department ~~nsider *1~ae
following nightly closures
Division 6
Division 15
Division 18

11 p, m. to 3. a. m.
Midnight to 3 a, m.
1 a. m. to 3 a. m.

The impact of such a re-scheduling would be to
more closely relate manpower to work load.

This would require that certain very limited
functions such as receiving overtime slips
and Accident Reports be performed by the
Maintenance Division for these operators
signing off during the period Transportation
was closed.
23. Dispatcher Manpower Utilization - At the present time it is very
difficult to assess division dispatcher manpowe r utilization, due to the
large numbers of extra dispatchers being assigned to work at each
division, far a variety of reasons. Because there is no monitoring of
internal information on the man-hours being used at each division,
it is not possible for the department to relate work load to manpower
or determine when work load exceeds scheduled dispatcher shifts.
It is recommended that a "Division Dispatcher Requirements" repori be impiemenied Lo oe used io recoia
the use of regular, relief, and extra dispatcher manpower
on a by-division basis.
This report should allow a clear distinction between the
various categories of unscheduled and special dispatcher
assignments, including training shifts, peak work load shifts,
"dummy" shifts, and relief shifts far regular dispatcher
absence or vacations.
A pPespose~ fops~nat fa: u'~~~ report i~ ~howm :n Exhibit 6,

(See page 50)
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TABLE VI
L -INS BY DIVISION
DISTRIBUTION OF WEEK-DAY PUL
11 p,m. to 3 a, m.

2a- 3a

1stPu11-Out

llp -Mid.

Mid, -la

la- 2a

D- 1

7

?

4

6

1:05 a

2

6

11

8

3

3:11 a

3

22

12

8

2

4:12 a

5

14

11

9

5

3:55 a

6

2

3

3

2

4~ 22 a

7

4

8

11

2

4:15 a

8

14

5

4

2

4.19 a

44

22

14

12

3:50 a

9
12

6

5

7

3

3:26 a

15

14

1

3

1

3:59 a

18

8

6

1

0

4:13 a

Sources Schedule Department
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responsible for monitoring
24. Performance Fac#ors - Division Managers are
on a daily basis.
chers
dispat
the work load and performance of division
nts
This review frequently includes review of the working papers and docume
window
used by dispatchers in marking the extra-board and performing
work,
on
In addition to this review, sumrriary data is forwarded to Headquarters
the Weekly Division Manpower Survey (form 32-60) and the Weekly
Pessorane~ ~teport (form 32-?6}, These reports contain information on
the use and assignment of division operating personnel which could be
useful in gauging overall division and dispatcher performance.
The use of general performance factor which reflect key work load or
performance involves improving management control over the use of
manpower. The use of performance factors can facilitate effective
"management-by -exception" in that potential problems can be identified
for special corrective attention.
Iviost of the general information which could ~e used in developing
performance indicators is recorded on the Division Manpower Survey
o~ the Weekly Per~~nnel Reporto
It is recommended that the Division Manpower
Survey be revised to reflect a distinction in the
totals of incidents of mark-up VCB and OCB,
and called -in VCB and OCB. Yt is also
recommended that the Division Manpower Survey
inelude totals of incidents in which an operator is
used for less than a 3. 5 hour tripper in any
given work day.
It is further recommended that the following
division dispatcher performance factors be
implemented and monitored by the Transportation
Department
Report
i. i;a;,p;,;~~' c;*~~~+_;^^: '_T'},e Weekly Personnel
or
(32-76) produces an estimate of the adequacy
ed
project
to
e
inadequacy of available operators relativ
ors
operat
requirements. Availability of sufficient
the
;,~~
~r,~u~:.
is an imporiani vari~.ble ~hic~
efficiency with which runs are assigned.
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Manpower
2. Manpower Underutilization: The Division
n on
Survey, as proposed, would contain informatio
-out, or,
incidents of extra -board operators who a) shine
s.
b) are assigned work equal to less than 3. 5 hour
s of
losse
incidents of underutilized manpower represent
s,
significant manpower increments of 5. 5 to 8.0 hour
nces
insta
some
that
per incident. While it is inevitable
of manpower underutilization will occur, increasing
ower
frequency may serve to highlight an excess manp
problem.
ium Pay
3. Shine and Premium Time: Shine and Prem
for which no
Hours per extra-board operator are pay hours
a nonvia rk was performed and Therefore represents
While shine and premium time are
productive expense •
time
unavoidable , an increase in this category of pay
work.
ow
wind
or
may signal less efficient bo and mark -up
4. Late or Missed Pull-Outs :Late or missed pullto
outs due to dispatcher error or possible failure
allocate manpower properly impact service on the
As
street and impair efficient manpower utilization.
ate
it is the division dispatcher's job to insure adequ
ower
manp
a
to
work coverage, service disruption due
shortage are included in this factor.
and
5. Incidents of OCB and VCB : Incidents of OCB
insure
VCB represent very expensive measures to
OCB and
of
that unassigned work is filled. Some use
ents
VCB are unavoidable, but an increase in incid
runde
ower
or their use in conjunction with manp
windo~~
utilization, for example, may indicate poor
work.
in compiling
Several important elements should be considered
ral rules should be
performance data of this type. The following gene
followed:
d
1. No specific conclusions can be drawn base
nce
orma
on an improvement or worsening in perf
nce
orma
perf
of
factors. Rather, the purpose
factors is to highlight potential or developing
review
problems for more detailed management
and action.
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~u;~ ~~~t ~e
2. A single performance iac~oi a~
should be
viewed in isolation. These factors
in manpower
fairly consistent in that an increase
ed by an increase
underutilization rriay be accompani
and fewer missed or
in shine and premium pay hours
er in excess
late runs. This would suggest manpow
of work lr ad ~~qui:em~nts.
mance factors
3. The selection and use of perfor
e several months
should be eione flexibly. It sa-s~y tak
indicators or
before the implications of specific
can be identified.
ways of strengthening the factors
useful in two ways:
4. Performance factors can be
and for comparisons
for comparisons between divisions
iod of time, that is,
of a division with itself over a per
by identifying changes or trends.
iated only for
5. Corrective action should be init
mance over a prolonged
indications of substandard perfor
disproportionate
period of time in order to avoid a
end ~xna~obd~ble
response to a mino r, rho pt-term,
deviation.
useful in identifying
6. Performance factors are most
eptable range of
exceptions which fall outside an acc
performance expectations.
recorded
edon a by-division basis and
pil
com
be
uld
sho
on
ati
orm
This inf
identified.
and exceptions can be readily
in a fashion such that trends
C.
ng this is shown in Appendix
A possible format for doi
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The implementation of recommendations
dations mmen
Reco
ting
emen
Impl
25.
r the practices and procedures of
in this report will significantly alte
have been in use for many years. Thus
division dispatchers, many of which
great caution to insure that all employees
the department will have to exercise
the proposed changes. Further,
zecognize and understand the reasons for
tor the implementation of changes
the department will have to closely moni
s the reason for the change initially.
to insure that the end result addresse
lop
It is recommended that the department deve
uding
a written plan for the implementation incl
a schedule for each phase of changes.
It is further recommended that the plan
s
include training programs for all employee
es
affected, covering the review of procedur
and instructions on changes.
nt
It is further recommended that the departme
tation
manual be amended as a part of the implemen
plan, to reflect revisions in procedure.
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UN NO.

ADG~•

AME•

TRIPPER
NO.

DATE

DAY OF
WEE1{
DAYS
OFF

~i

REASON
FOR BEING OFF

CODE

OUT OF SERVICE CARD

LXI-IIT~L _ 2

OK'D

BY:

COMMENTS

FYH1R17

Proposed
Manual
"Out of Service" Card Section of Procedure
to record absences from duty
The "Out of Service Card" is to be used
out permission or on
due to illness, miss-outs and absences with
"Out of Servie~ hard" which
insufficient notice. Each operator his an
rd.
serves as the permanent attendance reco
~ePVic~" file ~z the "Out of
The cards will be filed either in fhe "Y~
is divided into the following
Service" file. The "Out of Service" file
categories:
1) One Day Absence
mission
Z) Straight Sick or Absent Without Per
3) Sick Over 30 Days
out, the window dispatcher will
As an operator calls in sick or misses
Window Sheet. He will then
enter ~~ae ~ae~essary information in the
file and place it in the °`Out of
remove the card from the "In Service"
.
Service" file in the appropriate category
er is responsible to see that
Prior to 11 a.m., the window dispatch
ice" cards of all operators who
information, is posted to the "Out of Serv
atcher will review the "Out of
are out that day. The mark-up disp
use the cards as a basis for
Service" file for completeness and will
identifying runs to be filled.
the ''Out of Service" file and will:
The evening dispatcher will review
require a
1j Tag the cards of operators who
g to work.
doctor's release prior to returnin
been
` T`-~----V-~~~ -~~~~~~ ~ rators; if any have
be put
ill over 30 days s o that the run can
for bid,
are o. x to reiurn ~~
3) Return one-day sicks, who
the In-Service File.
remove
all times. If it is necessary to
~a~u~ a~~ t~ bP kQ~~ a~ the files at
a
,
ters
quar
or for forwarding to Head
a card for disciplinary purposes
of
tion
ld be prepared noting the loca
temporary replacement card shou
re that
insu
to
d. Care should be taken
the permanent Out of Service Car
returning
to
r
to the permanent card prio
relevant information is transcribed
it to the file.
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EXHIBIT 5
Proposed
"Accident Report" Section of Procedure Manual
or
An Accident Report (form 32-43) must be used to report accidents
ty
proper
or
serious incidents in which damage to District equipment
occurred.
It is the responsibility of the operator to completely and accurately
fill out an Accident Report when requested to do so by the Radio
Dispatcher.
nt
It is the responsibility of the Division Dispatcher to review Accide
Reports for completeness and accuracy, when an Instructor is not
available.
The Accident Report is used to provide the following:
1.

Documentation of the operator's account of an accident.

2.

Information to the District's insurance carrier for use
in assessing claims.

3.

Information to assess the cause and circumstances of the
accident in order to determine avoidability or non- avoidability.

4.

Data necessary for the quarterly accident report and the
monthly safety report.

The Accident Report is distributed to
Half Sheet: Data Processing
First Copy: Insurance Carrier
Second Copy: Safety Department
Third Copy: Operator's Personnel File
should
When the Division Instruction Department is open, the Dispatcher
ment. If
refer a request for an Accident Form to the Instruction Depart
ible to
respons
is
Ehe Instruction Department is closed, the Dispatcher
distribute Accident Report and review them to insure accuracy and
Completeness.
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COMPARISON OF DNISION DISPATCHER
AND BUS OPERATOR EARNINGS

Hours
per Week

Rate

Earnings
In One Week

Dispatcher, Grade 10 A
Dispatcher, Grade 10 C
Dispatcher, Grade 10 E
Bus Operator
Bus Operator
Bus Operator

40~
40~
40~
40
45
50

$1492/mo.
$1661/mo.
$1847/mo.
$ 7. 78/hr.
$ 7. 78/hr.
$ 7. 78/hr.

$344
$383
$426
$311
$350
$389

Proposed Dispatcher, Grade 9 C
Proposed Clerk, Grade 7 C
Proposed Timekeeper, Grade 7 C

40
40
40

$1576/mo.
$1415 /mo.
$1415/aa~oe

$364
$327
$327

ime worked.
Dispatchers earn compensatory time for holidays and overt
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